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Final Technical Report

This report is the Final Technical Report in for Office of Naval Research contract
N00014-81-K-0457, which ended September 30, 1985. This contract was to the the
University of California, Davis with James S. McClain as the Principle Investigator.

This contract commenced in 1981, shortly after my arrival at the University of
California at Davis. The initial work propose&Was to analyze Project ROSE data, and
to invert it for the three dimensional structure of the oceanic crust under the East
Pacific Rise.)The results of this project were somewhat disappointing, because the
ROSE ariive system at the Hawaii Institute of Geophysics suffered a major failure
and were not able to deliver data to Davis until late in the project. However, we

y ' --developed a substantial amount of software for the handling of seismic dataynd the
benefits of the contract continue now. '. ' , , t - -r,, .  ,

In 1983 we changed the emphasis of the contracted science. Pointing out that the
.-, l. - ,, .- long-term evolution of the oceanic crust.,as-not-well-undcrstoo.b we proposed to

gather data for a seismic transect of the Pacific Ocean spanning ageI of 0 to 60 million
years. The data we used was from a series of seismic refraction profiles that were
conducted in the 1950 s.) Although the data was high quality, much of it had hardly
been touched, and nofhe of it had ever been digitized for use on a computer. In our
projectte digitized data from 7 profiles and have analyzed these profiles, using !owvy
modern techniques.

In 1985 the formal contract ended, although research has continued at a lower
level. Ouiiresults show that any long-term evolution of the crust in the Pacific is
small complred to the normal variability of the structure created when'thit is
formed at the mid-ocean ridges. Of particular importance, we showed that thickening
of the oceanic crust was a relatively minor, which contradicts a number of earlier
studies that indicated substantial thickening of the crust as it aged. f- For

At present, although not under formal contract with the Navy, we are
continuing to analyze the data that we acquired during the contract. We have two -A&I
major emphases: First we are analyzing the data for transition zones in the upper B LI
crust, and second we are examining the structure of the oceanic uppermost mantle ed -
using data from ROSE, from our older data, and from the MAGMA project (a NSF .__.......
funded expenment). In addition, I am a participant in the SNAG group and a ." __Ii
consortium formed to expand the capabilities of the Ocean Bottom Seismometer.

Avdilabtility Codes

* IAvil and/or
5pecial
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The Long.Term Evolution of the Oceanic Crust.

The Rationale for the Project.
The most important characteristic about the seismic structure of the oceanic

crust is its striking uniformity (e.g. Shor et al, 1970; Christensen and Salisbury, 1975).
However, a number of studies have indicated that the oceanic crust thickens by large
amounts as it ages away from the mid-ocean ridges (e.g. Goslin et al, 1972; Christensen
and Salisbury, 1975; Lewis and Snydsman, 1977; McClain and Lewis, 1980).

The mechanism cited for this thickening is the progressively deeper
serpentinization of the oceanic upper mantle as the lithosphere gets older.
Serpentinization results from the hydration of peridotite at relatively low (< 450' C)
temperatures. Seismic velocities of the peridotites are lowered to crustal values, and
hence the hydrated mantle is added at the base of the crust, and the crust appears to
thicken. The moho becomes a hydration boundary rather than a petrological one.
This model contradicts the prevailing view that the lower crust is composed of
gabbro. Furthermore the above-cited studies indicate as much as 30% of the oceanic
crust is "created" away from the mid-ocean ridges. Thus, the thickening of the
oceanic crust, if it exists, is one of the fundamental processes acting at the surface of
the earth.

We argue that the long-term thickening of the oceanic crust, and the evolution
of the crust in general, should be examined. We proposed to study this phenomenon
using two approaches. First, we did a statistical study of a large number of seismic
refraction results to see if thickening was statistically significant. Second, we proposed
to examine a number of profiles forming a transect across the South Pacific and
spanning ages from 0 to 60 Ma.

Procedures for the Project.

Statistical Study
For the statistical portion of our study, we collected all of the seismic refraction

results that we could find for the Pacific Ocean. We attempted to eliminate all profiles
over unusual structures such a seamounts, fracture zones or plateaus. Rather than
examine the thicknesses of the different crustal layers we used the total crustal
thickness as a function of age.

In our study we divided the crust into 10 million year age intervals, and into the
two intervals of 0 to 30 Ma. and >30 Ma. In both cases we computed the mean
thicknesses of the crust, and then did formal statistical tests comparing the means.
These tests included the "testing the difference of the means", the "Mann-Whitney
test", and the " median test" (e.g. Daniel, 1978).

In addition to the examination of the variations in the mean crustal thicknesses,
we also made a linear regression of crustal thickness as a function of age for profilesover crust with ages of 0 to 10 Ma.

I
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Profile-by-profile Study
We selected a number of profiles from two cruises that extended across the

Southern Pacific Ocean (Figure 1). They formed a transect that spanned ages from 0
to 90 Ma. These data were collected in 1952-53 and 1957, and were originally analyzed
using least-squares fits to travel times. In general, these studies did not make use of
second arrivals, and they never used waveform or amplitude information. The
profiles were selected because of their position and because a brief examination of the
data showed them to be high quality, with relatively smooth bathymetry and low
signal to noise ratio.
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Figure 1. Chart of South Pacific, showing locations of seismic refraction stations used In this
study and ages of sea floor. .P.R. = East Pacific Rise.

The initial work on this project entailed the digitization of the seismograms.
The original records, on photosensitive paper, are kept in the data archives at the
Scripps Institution of Oceanography. They are made available by George Shor and
Russell Raitt at S.I.O. The analog records-were digitized using a HP pad, then the data
was converted to ROSE format. Header information, including source and receiver
parameters, were then merged with the seismograms. All of these seismograms are
from hydrophones suspended from a receiving ship, with a shooting ship firing shots
as it steamed into and away from the former.

The ROSE formated files are available for plotting using standard techniques
(e.g. Figures 2 and 3). Plotting record sections enabled us to identify arrivals including
shear waves and second compressional arrivals that could not be identified from
single analog seismograms alone. Each profile used in this study had a split-leg
configuration. We chose the leg that appeared to be the best behaved (i.e. the least
complications due to lateral heterogeneity or uneven seafloor). Bathymetric
corrections were made to the data by the technique of Purdy (1982; see also Spudich
and Orcutt, 1980; McClain et al, 1985).
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To model the data we first attempted to match arrival times using a simple ray-
tracing approach. We entered velocity-depth pairs, and used a computer program
that makes use of Filon's Method, where the travel-time and distance integrals are
evaluated by assuming a simple function between each pair (in our case, our program
assumes a linear velocity depth function). The resulting solvable integrals are
summed to make the complete integral over depth. As a result of using a number of
models for a given profile, we were able to find a "best" model. This in turn was used
as a starting model for more careful modeling using a WKBJ program for modeling
the travel times, amplitudes and waveforms, of the seismic arrivals. A large number
of models were tested using the synthetic seismograms, and the best model for each
profile was determined.

Results of the Study

Statistical Stujdy

In our preliminary paper (McClain, 1981) we showed that grouping the crustal
thickness into 10 Ma. intervals indicated that there was no statistically significant
difference in the the thicknesses of the crust between the intervals. However, when
grouped into ages 0 -30 Ma. and >30 Ma., we found the older crust to be slightly
thicker. While this apparent thickening was very slight compared to earlier studies
(.45 kmn compared to as much as 1.5 kmn in earlier work), it was significant.

Our early research revealed a fundamental error in the early analysis of the
seismic refraction data. Crustal thicknesses for each profile were the sum of the layer
2 and layer 3 thicknesses. Layer 1, thought to be sediments, were not included in my
analysis. However, in many seismic refraction profiles over younger parts of the
seafloor, the layer I velocities were not directly observed. The presence of a layer 1
was inferred from the non-zero intercept time of the layer 2 arrivals (after the water
had been removed). The assumption that this "hidden" layer was sediments allowed
computaticon of the sediment thickness. Because many of these analyses were done
before seafloor spreading was discovered, early workers were not aware that profiles
over young crust should have little or no sediments at all. For example, profiles near
the East Pacific Rise typically resulted in models with several hundred meters of
sediments. In fact. such thicknesses were impossible, and the hidden layers were
undoubtedly basalts, and should be included in the total crustal thicknesses. This
was done, and the resulting crustal thicknesses for young crust were substantially
increased.

We concluded in 1981, that the apparent crustal thickening was an artifact of the
above errors. In our 1985 paper we added new data for the statistical analysis and
expanded the analysis to use more rigorous tests of changes in thickness. We found a
smaller change in crustal thickness (0.34 km) that was still stitistically significant
under all tests. (see Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Plot of crustal thicknesses vs. age for 100 different seismic retraction results. Horizon-
tal bars show averages between 0 and 30 Ma and between 30 and 100 Ms. Error bars denote
standard deviations of estimated means. Solid circles represent most reliable data; triangles
represent less reliable data.

We also attempted a linear regression on crustal thicknesses as a function of age
for all profiles over crust with ages 0 to 10 Ma. We found that the slope of the curve
was -0.007 + .06 km/Ma. That is, no resolvable thickening of the crust in the first 10
million years.

Our major conclusion from the statistical study is that while statistically
significant thickening occurs, it is not an important process. Because
mechanisms for thickening exist (ongoing volcanism and serpentinization),
while there are no known mechanisms for crustal erosion or thinning the
statistical thickening of the crust must occur. However, while the average
thickness of the crust is expected to increase, our results suggest that the
average crust does not thicken.

profile-by-profile profile study

In our profile-by-profile study we chose the best five of our profiles from crust
with ages of 1., 2., 14., 29., and 60 million years. In the original, layered analysis of
these profiles (done in 1952-53) it was found that the thickness of the crust increased
monotonically with age (see Figure 5) In our reanalysis we found that the original
models were woefully inadequate in duplicating the seismic amplitudes and
waveforms. After numerous attempts, we were able to produce new models that
better matched the data.
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Figure 2. Plots of VELOCITY (km/s)
compressionat-wave vs. 4 4
locity vs. depth (excluding O -.. -'"*-,"- -

water and sediments) tot .. ,
live proliles analyzed.

termined from originalTop: Crustal structure de-

layer solutions to travel-
times; dashed line con- .
nects depths of Moho
beneath sea floor. Bottom: 7
Results obtained using 1.. ia 2 a 14 xi 2'1) %i 60 Ma
synthetic seismogram and 0
ray-trace modeling. Be-
cause of gradational na-
ture of crust-mantle
boundary, crustal thick-
ness is defined as depth
of velocity 7.6 kmls.
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Figure 3. Example of record section of seismograms after digitizing original analog data (cen-
ter). Seismograms have been plotted at appropriate source receiver distance. They have been
shifted in time to correct for bathymetric variations beneath sources, and amplitudes have been
changed to correct for source size and distance. Above and below data are corresponding
synthetic seismograms generated from our best model (1984 model, above) and from layered
solution originally derived from traveltimes alone (1953 model, below). Although both models
reproduce traveltimes fairly well, amplitudes and waveforms Ot upper synthetics resemble data
more closely. Note that real seismograms are more complex than synthetics, a result of crustal
reverberations and scattering off lateral hetrogeneities. These eftects are not included in
computation of synthetics shown here.
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From these models were found the following:

1. The systematic increase in crustal thickness observed on the original
structures does not exist. Instead, crustal thicknesses appear to vary randomly.
Combining these results with those of the statistical test we argue that for the

most part thickening of the oceanic crust with age is not an important or
fundamental process in the oceanic crust.

2. A number of the profiles exhibit a mid-crustal transition zone (see Figure 4).
This transition zone has been reported by other workers (e.g. Spudich and
Orcutt, Bratt and Purdy, Lewis and Garmany), but we were the first to point out
that it appears to be a widespread feature in the ocean crust. We suggest that it
is the boundary or fossil boundary between the relatively permeable
uppermost crust and the impermeable lower crust. This boundary would thus
be the lower limit to pervasive water penetration and alteration of the crust.
This means that the cooling of the lower oceanic crust, and in particular the
magma chambers of the mid-ocean ridges, may occur by therestricted and
perhaps episodic penetration of water, rather than pervasive penetration.

This mid-crustal transition zone is most prominent on younger profiles,
implying, but not proving, that the zone may evolve with age. Such evolution
is reasonable, for we might expect that the abrupt change in porosity would be
smeared out by the precipitation of alteration products in the pore spaces.
Similar mechanisms have been cited as the cause for increasing seismic
velocities in the uppermost crust in the Atlantic (Houtz and Ewing, 1976).

3. Shear wave velocities in the oceanic crust are less well resolved but appear to
yield roughly the same structures as the P waves. The shear wave moho is at
the same position as the P wave moho (see Figure 7). Shear waves only appear
upon older profiles. This suggests that alteration of the crust, and the
deposition sediments raises the velocity contrast at the basement to allow for
the efficient conversion of shear waves at the basement interface. Young,
unsedimented seafloor has too low a velocity to produce converted shear
waves. This result is consistent with the results of Lewis and McClain (1977))

4. One of the profiles we used, Capricorn 22, actually crossed the East Pacific Rise

at 150 S. It was thus the only profile ever conducted over an ultrafast spreading
center. Thus we had a unique opportunity to test for the presence of a huge
magma chamber, as is expected from numerical models for the cooling crust.
We found no evidence for such a huge structure. This shows that
hydrothermal cooling makes magma chambers small even under the fastest
spreading ridges (McClain and Atallah, 1985).
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ON LONG-TERM THICKENING OF THE OCEANIC CRUST

James S. McClain

Department of Geology and Graduate Program in Earth Sciences and Resources

University of California, Davis, California 95616

Abstract. A number of studies of seismic apparent thickening requires the addition of
refraction data have resulted in suggestions mass the crust and suggest that serpentini-
that the oceanic crust thickens with age, zation of the upper mantle, which may lower the
perhaps over a long time span. It is difficult mantle velocities to crustal values, is the
to reconcile notions of crustal thickening with responsible mechanism. The seismic moho would
many of our ideas about crustal structure and thus correspond to the hydration boundary in
formation. In this study we have re-evaluated the ultramafic rocks rather than the
data compiled from a number of sources to gabbro-olivine boundary as inferred from ophio-
obtain crustal thickness and age parameters for lites. Christensen and Salisbury (1975) also
105 different refraction profiles in the conclude that layer 3, and hence the crust,
Pacific. An attempt was made to exclude data thickens with age to 30 million years. Desiring
which m~ght have poorly determined values of to preserve the ophiolite model (albeit modi-
crustal thickness. The crust does appear to fied), they suggest that ongoing igneous
thicken with age to 30 or 40 m.y., but the intrusion is the cause. Woollard (1975) pro-
effect is very subtle. Once probable biases are posed that thickening occurs out to 50 m.y.
removed from the data, crustal thickening is Given the importance of these seismic obser-
not significant to a 95' confidence limit if vations it is the intent of this paper to
ten m.y. samples are used. However, if one re-examine the statistical evidence for the
takes sample intervals of 0-30 m.y. and 30-100 long term addition of mass to the oceanic
m.y. there appears to be some difference in the crust. This paper will exclude the discussion
average crustal thickness. Even in the latter of evidence for short term thickening (within
case, the amount of thickening is far less than the first few million years) which has also
previous studies have suggested, only .45 km. been reported (e.g. Lewis, 1978).
Thus evidence for the long-term addition of
mass to the crust remains tenuous. Procedure

Introduction In this work we have taken Pacific basin

crustal structures from the data compilation of

In the last decade researchers have demon- Shor et al. (1971) and added additional data
strated an apparent correspondence between from Fisher and Raitt (1962), Hussong et al.
ophiolite complexes observed on land and (1975), Meeder et al. (1977), Lewis and
oceanic crustal structure determined by seismic Snydsman (1979); Spudich and Orcutt (1978), and
refraction studies (Christensen and Salisbury. McClain and Lewis (1980). Age data are taken
1975). The upper oceanic basement (classically from Heezen and Fornari (1976), Sclater et al.
referred to as "Layer 2" in seismic refraction (1980), and D. Sandwell (personal communi-
results) is equivalent to extrusive pillow cation). In this study, we utilize total
basalts and the lower crust (layer 3) would crustal thickness; that is the depth to moho
correspond to intrusive sheeted dikes and minus the water depth and sediment thickness.
cumulate gabbros seen in ophiolites. The Since the layering of the crust merely repre-
crust-mantle boundary, or seismic moho, is sents velocity ranges, the thickening of any
believed to correspond to the transition one layer may represent a change in velocity
between the gabbros and olivine cumulates, rather than the addition of new mass.

This ophiolite structure is set by the sea The data from all sources were examined for
floor spreading process, and while hydrothermal possible structural complications which would
alteration continues to modify the petrology of put their interpretations in doubt and make
the crust, the fundamental structure is their application to this problem suspect.
believed to remain constant with time. Specifi- Sources for these checks include Raitt (1956)
cally, the ophiolite model does not explicitly and D. McGowan (personal communication) as well
allow for the addition (or removal) of mass as the previously mentioned papers. Seismic
from the oceanic crust as it ages. However, results were eliminated from the study if the
crustal thickening has been reported from refraction lines were definitely over fracture
seismic refraction results; the first such zones, seamounts, or the volcanics of the
report being by Le Pichon et al. (1965). Shor Hawaiin Chain. Also eliminated were lines
et al. (1971) suggested that layer 3 (the lower showing evidence of great lateral hetero-
oceanic crust) may thicken with age. GosLin et geneity. No claim is made that this cursory
al. (1972) made a statistical study of the same inspection eliminated all of the problem data
data and concluded that layer 3 does indeed and different refraction lines were subjected
undergo significant thickening to an age of 40 to varying Levels of evaluation depending on
million years. They further conclude that this the available information. However, an attempt

was made to maintain objectivity.
Copyright 1981 by the American Geophysical Union. Data from north of the Mendocino Fracture

Paper number 1L1311. 1191

0094-8276/81/001L-1311$01.00
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with n. referring to the number of points in

90 the first sample and n2 being the number of
points in the second sample. We then compute

so8 the t statistic for the difference between our
A estimated difference in means and a hypo-
." thetical difference P

6 0 A

-__ ** Thereforet (2)
4 50 A AP n2  n

- 4 0 4 We wish test the hypothesis that the true

0 o difference in population means is zero (1)
0), and use a one-tailed t test (we only care

0 20 30 40 50 60 T S 90 0 , ' if the change in thicknesses is greater than

AGE(my) zero). Shown in Table I1 are the t values for

Figure 1. Plot of crustal thickness versus age various age group pairs. Also given is whether

for Pacific Ocean. Dots represent the most the hypothesis should be rejected or accepted
reliable data. See text. to a confidence level of 951 (considered

statistically significant). The hypothesis is

rejected for the interval pairs (0-10). (30-40)
Zone, where sea floor spreading rates are much and (10-20), (30-401 which means that the data
slower, was eliminated from this study. Refrac- support a difference in the oceanic crustal

tion and gravity results from near the Gorda thicknesses between those intervals. The hy-

Rise yield extremely thin young crust pothesis is accepted for the interval pair
(Dehlinger et al., 10701. It is possible that (20-.30), (30-40) which indicates that increase
this region is anomalously thin due to factors crustal thickness with age beyond 20 m.y. is
also responsible for the large rift valley and not statistically significant from analysis of
anomalous upper mantle observed to occur. If these data. Thus, evidence for crustal thicken-
these processes (here unspecified) have changed ing is preserved at least for the first 20
with time then the crust may vary in thickness, million years. Other interval pairs are not
but any given segment will not gain mass. By inluded here because the number of points is
eliminatini these northern refraction results
eliskninthesnotrdcn a ebion teslt small, the variance is large or the differencewe risk introducing a bias into the study. in means is very low.

However, if the addition of material to the

crust is a general feature of the Pacific Possible Biases

basins, then evidence should be preserved in

the remaining majority of the data. In the data of Shor et al. (1071) substan-
tial effort was made to provide a standardi:ed

project are shown in Figure I, which is a plot analysis of the available Pacific refraction
of total crustal thickness versus age. A data. This was important for comparison of
qualitative evaluation of the points is shown results and represented a significant contri-
with triangles denoting the less reliable data. bution to marine geophysics. However. later
Reasons for down-grading (but not eliminating) workers must be cautious when re-using the
a refraction profile included unusual crustal data.

or upper mantle velocities, uncertainty in One layer, that of sediments, was many times
crustal ages, or possible structural not observed on the seismic refraction
complications.

In order to examine the statistics of long
term crustal thickening we have divided the Table I. Average Thicknesses For Different
data into 10 million year increments and Crustal Ages.
calculated the sample means (m), standard

errors Is) and the estimated standard error of
the means IS S/(n)

4
). The results are Age (m.y.) No. Mean S Sm

detailed in Table 1. Also shown are these (0-10) 22 5.49 1.01 .22

values for the intervals 0-30 m.y. and 10-100 (10-20) It 5.43 .02 .2S
m.y. Both Table I and Figure 2 show an increase (20-20) 10 5.53 .12 -35

in crustal thickness with age. In fact the (20-30) 0 5.5 1.11 .3
crust appears to continue thickening out to the (.0-40) 20 5.0t .53 .12

30 - 40 m.y. interval. Thickness variations (40-50) 41 (.17 1.3 .42
beyond that age are not systematic. 4 6.50 1.77 . o

The next step is to determine if the (60-70) 0 5.95 1.17 .4 x

difference between means of two given age (70-90) 5.00 .54 .I

groups is significant. For this we estimate the (80-90) 4 6.04 .87 .44

difference in population means (simply the (00-100) 3 5.87 .21 .12

difference between sample means, m - m2 ) and >10 2 6.23 1.37 .56

the pooled standard error Sp, 2 (0-10)" 22 5.65 .02 .20

n n2  (0-30)" 43 5.58 .04 .14

where Sp { [llY1-ml)
2
+ 1(2Yi~m2  (30-100) 56 6.03 .Q2 .12

2 2

Aft
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6 0-10 million year old crust ((0-10)' on Table

I); enough to allow us to change our conclu-

O-lOmy 04 sions concerning the significance of crustal

thickening (Table 1I). That is, we can no

longer reject the hypothesis that the crustal
thicknesses are the same for those two time
intervals.

In the preceeding argument we used the same

6 P wave velocity as the 2.15 km/sec assumed for

4 the hypothetical sediments. In fact, layer 2A
0-20my Z velocities are probably higher and we have

assumed a new velocity of 3.5 km/sec and
recomputed the layer solutions. The thickness
of this hidden layer will be greater since the
same delay time must be taken up by this higher

6 velocity. As expected the average crustal

4 thickness for these modified data are greater
2O-Omy ~(labeled (0-10)" in Tables I and 11), and the

2 long ttrm crustal thickening as evidenced by

comparing the (0-10)" and (30-40) m.y. crusts
is even less convincing.

However, even with these corrections, there

6 appears to be a significant difference between
young (0-30)" and very old (30-100) ocean

30-40my o4 crust. The change in average crustal thickness

2 is quite small, only .45 kilometers.
It must be emphasized that these corrections

would probably be applicable to other refrac-
tion lines in the (0-10) and (10-20) m.y.

6- intervals, but since these lines also may have
some sediment this was not done. With the

y 4 published data it was not possible to separate
40-50 y ~2 the contributions of sediment and igneous to

the hidden layer. Hence, the corrections

30 40 50 60 70 80 obtained here must represent a minimum.

CRUSTAL THICKNESS Discussion

Figure 2. Histograms of crustal thicknesses for While significant differences in crustal

ten million age spans. Arrows denote means, thickness remain when viewed through a large

averaging window, the process of thickening

profiles. Instead it was assumed, because the cannot be broken down into smaller age incre-

intercept time from the underlying basement was ments. The evidence for thickening from this

not zero (after the water layer was removed), study are far less convincing that the earlier

In the older regions of the oceans this is a studies of Goslin et al. (1972), Christensen

reasonable expectation. However, in younger and Salisbury (1975), and Woollard (1975) and
regions sediment thicknesses are thinner and we given the earlier discussed biases, the
may expect the observed basement to be overlain long-term addition of mass to the crust

by still more igneous basement, with low (excluding sediments) remains in doubt.

velocity due to very high porosity. This low If crustal thickening does not occur, how

velocity igneous layer has been directly are the observations of dramatic layer 3
observed by Houtz and Ewing (1)76) and Houtz thickening explained? The answer may lie in a

(1076). Labeled by them layer 2A, this region general increase in seismic velocities with
usually has a velocity of between 3 and 4 age. Houtz and Ewing (1976) and Houtz (1976)

kilometers per second and appears to become
thinner with increasing Fge. This thinning is

probably because cracks in the rock are Table 1I. Statistics of Thickness Variations

mineralized and velocity increases to normal
crustal values (Schreiber and Fox, 1976).

We examined data from 0-h million year old t Hypothesis

crust for refraction profiles located in the Age Pair 6m Sp Value Reliability

southern mid-latitudes, where sedimentation
rates are very low (e.g. Heezen and Fornari, 0-10)(10-20) -.07 .98 .19 Accept

P,76). While little or no sediment would be (0-10)(30-40) .47 .82 1.88 Reject

expected, we found assumed sediment thicknesses (10-20)(30-40) .53 .69 2.04 Reject

on five lines of 300 to 500 meters. These (20-30)(30-40) .38 .77 1.27 Accept

undoubtedly actually represent layer 2A thick- (0-10)(40-50) .68 1.14 1.62 Accept

nesses, and thus are a part of the igneous (0-10)'(30-40) .37 .77 1.54 Accept

crust and should be included in the total crust (0-10)"(30-40) .31 .76 -1.35 Accept

thicknesses rather than subtracted. Doin . this (0-30)"(30-100) .45 .93 2.38 Reject

changed the average crustal thickness for the

- .k . -* . --- ,



1194 McClain: On Long-Term Thickening of the Oceanic Crust

suggested the such increases in velocity may in the Pacific Ocean, Mar. Geophys. -s., 1,
explain the apparent disappearance of layer 2A 418-427, 1972.
with increasing age. As the velocity increases Heezen, B. C., and D. J. Fornari, Geologic Map
this uppermost layer becomes part of the of the Pacific Ocean, Geolo ical World

underlying "layer 2B". Thus, we may expect Atlas, Sheet 20, UNESCO, Paris, 197.
layer 2 (exclusive of 2A) to appear to thicken Houtz, R. E., Seismic properties of layer 2A in
with age. However, analysis suggests that layer the Pacific, J. Geophys. Res., $I,
2 thickness remains constant (Goslin et al., 6321-6331, 1976.
1972) or decreases (Christensen and Salisbury, Houtz, R., and J. Ewing, Upper crustal struc-
1079) in the long term. The excess thickness ture as a function of plate age, J. Geophys.

must be going into layer 3 by the mechanism of Res., 81, 2490-2498, 1976.
slowly increasing velocity in the base of layer Hussong, D. M., M. E. Odegard, and L. K.
2. This would explain the apparent decrease in Wipperman, Compressional faulting of the
layer 3 velocities with age noted by Houtz oceanic crust prior to subduction in the
(1976). Layer 3 velocities are being "contami- Peru-Chil,. Trench, Geol., , 601-664, 1975.
nated" by the relatively low velocities of Le Pichon, X., R. E. Houtz, C. L. Drake, and J.

layer 2. Thus layer 3 thickens by virtue of E. Nafe, Crustal structure of the mid-ocean

redistribution of materials between layers and ridges, 1, seismic refraction measurements,

not by actual addition of material to the J. Geophys. Res., 70, 319-340, 1965.
crust. Lewis, B. T. R., Evolution of ocean crust

Decoupling the effects of sedimentation and seismic velocities, Ann. Rev. Earth Planet.
velocity variation from those of crustal Sci., 6, 377-404, 1977.
thickening remains a difficult problem. How- McClain, J. S., and B. T. R. Lewis, A seismic

ever, given the importance of thickening for experiment at the axis of the Fast Pacific

models of hydrothermal circulation and crustal Rise, Mar. Geol., 35, 147-169, 19O.
evolution, these problems must be resolved. Meeder, C. A., B. T. R. Lewis, and J. S.

McClain, The structure of the oceanic crust
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Thickening of the oceanic crust with age

James S. McClain, Carl A. Atallah
Department of Geology, University of California, Dqvis, California 95616

ABSTRACT Explicit or implicit in most such models is
The most widely accepted models for ocean-crust formation and composition fail to the corollary that the oceanic crust is generated

predict the thickening of the oceanic crust with age, yet such thickening has been described in its entirety by igneous processes at the mid-
in the Pacific Ocean for years. To reconcile this apparent long-standing conflict, we have ocean ridges. Although ongoing alteration of
reexamined the evidence for the thickening of the Pacific crust by using a statistical treatment the crust must be occurring, the basic structure
of a large number of seismic profiles and by doing a detailed reanalysis of several profiles remains locked in place after formation. Hence,
forming a transect across the southern Pacific Ocean. From the statistical studies, we fird the ophiolite model fails to predict the thicken-
that crust younger than 30 Ma has a mean thickness of 5.67 kin, whereas crust between 30 ing of the crust with age, and yet such thick-
and 100 Ma has a mean thickness of 6.01 km. This 0.34-km difference, although statistically ening has been described by many workers
significant, is far less than that reported in several previous studies. Our results from the through the years. Some seismic studies seem to
South Pacific transect suggest that changes in the crustal thickness are not systematic, and show thickening near the axis of the East Pa-
from both studies it appears that crustal thickening is not particularly important. The small cific Rise (Lewis and Snydsman, 1977), and
thickening that we do observe is probably the result of isolated processes that are not active several show impressive thickening (I to 2 kin)
under the oceanic crust as a whole. As a result, arguments favoring a large component of over periods of as much as 40 m.y. (Le Pichon
serpentinite in the crust cannot be based upon evidence for crustal thickening beneath the et al., 1965; Goslin et al., 1972; Christensen
Pacific Ocean. and Salisbury, 1975). As several workers have

pointed out, such changes require a substantial
rethinking about the nature of the oceanic crust

INTRODUCTION been made to correlate the seismic results with and the processes that form it. The most popu-
The oceanic crust covers some 60% of geologic studies of dredged rocks and of land- lar mechanism invoked for the thickening of

Earth's surface, and the processes responsible bound ophiolites, and in the past IS years there the crust is the progressively deeper penetration
for the generation and evolution of that crust has been widespread acceptance of the so- of water into the oceanic upper mantle. This
have a fundamental importance for the earth called ophiolite model for the oceanic crust. In would serpentinize the mantle peridotites and
sciences. The oceanic crust, which we define as that model, the uppermost crust consists of pil- lower their seismic velocities to crustal values.
the crystalline rocks between the sediments and low basalts that overlie a sheeted-dike unit. The The Moho would then be a hydration bound-
water above and the Moho below, is necessar- sheeted dikes, in turn, overlie units of massive ary within the mantle peridotite, and as much
ily studied by indirect means, usually seismic and cumulate gabbros, which form the lower as the lower 30% of the crust would be serpen-
refraction. Seismic experiments have revealed a crust. The base of the crust, or the Moho, is tine rather than gabbro (Lewis and Snydsman,
crust that is strikingly uniform in structure (e.g., marked by a transition between the gabbros 1977; Meeder et al., 1977; Lewis, 1983). Chris-
Shor et al., 1970), evidence that the major and mantle peridotites (e.g., Moores and Vine, tensen and Salisbury (1975), advocating a mod-
processes acting under the seas are similar 1971; Christensen and Salisbury, 1975; Spu- ified ophiolite model, suggested that the crust
throughout the world. Numerous attempts have dich et al., 1978; Kempner and Gettrust, 1982). thickens because of ongoing igneous intrusion

beneath the sea floor. While this mechanism
Ml preserves a gabbroic composition for the lower

IGeO, Or Pleistocene crust, it requires that this intrusion continue in0i,' - I
N2 N -Miocene the lithosphere as it ages to some 30 Ma, an

40 SEISMIC REFRACTION STATIONS g3 -Oligocene important departure from the idea that the av-
50-[ Eocene erage oceanic crust is entirely emplaced at the

I -Paleocene mid-ocean ridges.
o K2 Late

- FRACTURE ZONES K2 Cretaceous Before accepting such revisions, we have at-
MPA REFRACTION STATIONS IOO-f'- Early tempted to characterize long-term ocean-crustal

E4 ,a o thickening and to reconcile the apparent con-

i P9 
,/taiction between the ophiolite model and the

P92 P3 Nseismic observations. We have taken two ap

L K proaches: the detailed examination of a few

K2 ent ages, and a statistical study of the crustal
CI 16 gI P9 19.. _C thicknesses from many profiles in the Pacific

N2 Ocean. In ris paper we present our condu-
C19C0 N2sions from these two different approaches.

K1 , Pg Pg 3  N C21 C22.R PROFILE-DY-PROFILE, "EPR We selected a group of profiles that formed a

6 N transect across the southern Pacific Ocean and
120 °  20 spanned ages from I to 60 Ma (Fig. 1). These

FilUl 1. Clhait of S Pacl@, h ineatin of W l refraction stations used In this profiles were conducted during the Capricorn
s idy and age os tam in. LP.R. = East Paeu Rkm. Expedition of the Scripps Institution of Ocean-
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,,ny, 1952-1953, and were originally ana- Figure 2. Plots of VELOCITY (km/s)
zred by using the seismic travel times and by comlreisional-wavo ve- 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8 4 8

assuming a layered ocean-crust structure. The locity vs. depth (excluding o-water and sediments) for
profiles revealed a systematic increase in crustal five profiles analyzed.
thickness with age (Fig. 2, upper) (Shor et a., Top: Crustal structure do-
1970). termlned from original

We digitized the seismograms from each pro- layer solutions to travel-
times; dashed line con-file for use on a computer, which enabled us to nects depths of Moho E

make record sections (for an example, see Fig. beneath sea floor. Bottom: 7
3). This, in turn, allowed us to correlate arrivals Results obtained using - Ma 2 Ma 14 Ma 29 Ma 60 Ma
between seismograms and to examine the synthetic seimogram and w

waveorm andampitues o th seimogams ray-trace modeling. Be- 0waveorm andampitues o th seimogams cause of gradational na-
as well as the traveltimes (Fig. 3. center). Each tur of cnast.mantle
profile consisted of two independent legs, and boundary, crustal thick-
we chose the one with the best data (the one ness is defined as depth
exhibiting the least influence of lateral hetero- of velocity 7.6 kmls.

geneities) and attempted to duplicate the am- -

plitudes, waveforms, and traveltimes with
synthetic seismograms generated numerically
from model velocity structures. We used the
WKBJ algorithm (Chapman, 1978), which
presumes a laterally homogeneous and nonat- 6.0
tenuating earth. After trying many models for 1984
the structure under each profile, we chose the -model
one that best simulates the data; this model rep-
resents the best (we hope) laterally homogene- _t
ous approximation to the earth.

We found substantial differences between 4.5
our results and those originally derived for datathese data, and the newer structures clearly are
superior (Fig. 3). When all of these new struc- F
tures are plotted together, we find that the sys- .

tematic increase in crustal thickness originally -
seen for this transect is not observed under our
more careful scrutiny. The exact depth of the . 15
Moho is more difficult to define, for it is a tran-
sition zone rather than an abrupt boundary. model
However, by any consistent definition for the
base of the crust, the thicknesses are highly ir-
regular, values varying between about 5 and 7 [.I
km (Fig. 2, lower). In fact, both the thickest 4.5.

and thinnest crusts occur at the two youngest 0 10 20 30 40 50

sites. range (kin)

STATISTICAL STUDIES Figure 3. Example of record section of seismograms after digitizing original analog data (can-tW). Seismograms have been plotted at appropriate source receiver distance. They have been
The results of profile-by-profile studies, like shifted in ime to correct for bathymetric variations beneath sources, and amplitudes have been

the ont just described, cannot necessarily be changed to correct for source size and distance. Above and below data are corresponding
applied to the oceans in general. Instead, statis- synthetic seismograms generated from our beet model (1"4 model, above) and from layered
tical studies of large numbers of refraction solution originaly derived from travtims alone (19$3 model, below). Although both models

reproduce traveltimes fairly well, amplitudes and weveforms of upper synthetics resemble data
results must be made; indeed, the most more closely. Note that real seismograms are more complex than synthetics, a result of crustal
convincing evidence for crustal thickening has reverberations and scatterng off lateral hetrogenetes. Thes effects ae not included in
come from such studies (Le Pichon et al., 1965; computation of synthetis shown here.
Goslin et a., 1972 Christensen and Salisbury,
1975). These earlier studies were influenced by
profiles that were over anomalous regions of study; hence, some of the scatter in the data can profiles iii each interval) was to group the
the sea floor and were also influenced by the be attributed to the varying and sometimes crusts into those younger than 30 Ma (44 pro-
layered approximation to crustal structure outmoded methods of analysis used on the dif- files) and those between 30 and 100 Ma (56
(McClain, 1981 ). We attempted to avoid some ferent profiles, profiles). For the former group of profiles the
of these problems by eliminating profiles that Because we were most interested in the long- median crustal thickness was 5.55 knm the
were over seamounhs or known fracture zones. term thickening of the crust and in making sa- mean thickness and standard deviation were
We also included a sulmeantial number of struc- tisticafly meaningful comparison between crusts 5.67 and 0.88 km, respectively. For the older
tures from more re Fe- experiments (Fig. 4). of different ages, we divided the crust into age crusts, the corresponding values were 6.0, 6.01,
It is important to note that it is not fesible to intervals of 10 m.y. and wider. The most useful and 0.91 km, respectively. The difference be-
reanalyze all the proes ed in this statistical division (because it gave us a large number of tween the two means is 0.34 kin, far smaller
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than the I and 2 km of thickening reported in (perhaps long after) it has spread away from REFERENCES CITED
other studies. the rise axis. We suggest an alternative view. Chapman, C.H., 1978. A new method for computing

We used three statistical tests of the signifi- Serpentinization of the upper mantle and ongo- synthetic scismograms: Royal Astronomical So-
ciety Geophysical Journal, v. 54, p. 431-518.

cance of the change in crustal thickness. First, ing igneous processes may act to locally thicken Christensen, N.I.. and Salisbury, MH., 1975, Struc-
following McClain (1981), we used a t statistic the oceanic crust, perhaps by large amounts. tine and constituuon of the lower oceanic crust:
and tested for the significance of the difference There are no known corresponding processes Reviews of Geophysics and Space Physics, v. 13.
of the means. We found that the difference was that would thin or erode the crust, and so the p. 57-86.
indeed significant at a 95% onfidence level, apparent average thickness must increase with Daniel, W.W., 1978. Applied nonparametric statis-tics: Boston. Houghton Mifflin, 503 p.
However, because the data were not normally age. The small change that we observe is diag- Goslin, J.. Bauzan. J.. Franclhetau, J., and Le
distributed (a requirement for the rigorous use nostic of the fact that these processes are not Pichon. X.. 1972, Thickening of the oceanic
of the t test), we also relied on the Mann- necessarily widespread and that typical oceanic layer in the Pacific Ocean: Marine Geophysical
Whitney test and median test from nonpara- crust may not thicken at all. Researches, v. I, p. 418-427.

(e.g., Daniel, 1978). Wher The study abo Kempner, W.C.. and Getrust, JF. 1982, Ophiolims,
metric statistics 1y a e only s i m rand oceanic crustal struc-
these tests provide less information about the to long-term thickening of the crust. To test for turc; 2. A comparison of synthetic seismograms
differences between the populations, they also thickening over a shorter time span, we did a of the Samad Ophiolicte. Oman. and the ROSE
require less of the data. Like the t test, the non- linear regression on crustal thickness as a func- refraction data from the East Pacific Rise:

Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 87,
parametric tests indicated a significant differ- lion of age for profiles over crust 10 m.y. old p. o is3-8476.

ence in the thickness of the crust between the and younger. We found a slope of -0.007 Lt Pichon. X., Houtm RE., Drake, CL. and Nale.
two age groups. km/m.y. with a standard deviation of 0.06 J.E.. 1965, Crustal structure of the mid-

km/m.y.; that is, there is no change in observed ocean ndgem I. Sesmu. refraction measure-
DISCUSSION crustal thickness in the first 10 m. This means ments Journal of Geophysical Research, v. 70,

p. 319 340.
In our previous work, we suggested that sta- that the formation of a large component of set- Lev. B.TR., 1983. The process of formation of

tistically significant thickening was probably pentine in the oceanic crust must occur very ocean crust: Science, v. 220. p. 151-157
an artifact of erroneous data and that a more close to the spreading center, if ever, and can- Lewis. B.T.R., and Snydsman, WE.. 1977, Evidence
complete study would show no thickening not be resolved by these data. It should be for a low velouiy layer at the bise of the

oceanK crust: Nature, v. 266. p. 340-344.(McClain, 198 1). On the ontrary, our studies noted, however, that the high temperatures ex- McClain, IJ.S., 1981, On long term thickening of
reported here show that some change in the av- pected near the axis make the formation of the oceanic crust. Geophysical Research Letters,
erage thickness of the crust appears to be real. large amounts of serpentine unlikely. v. 9,p 1191 1194.

The 6% to 8% change in the thickness of the Meeder, C.A., LewL, ri.T.R., and McClain. J.S,
crust from our statistical studies and the varia- CONCLUSIONS 1977. The structure of the oceaic crust off

southern Peru determined from a, ocean bot-
ble crust seen from our profile-by-profile study It appears that the "ophiolite" model for the tom setsmometer Earth and Planetary Science
suggest that ocean-crust thickening is far less oceanic crust is not contradicted by observa- Letters, v. 8, p. 13-28.
important than previous workers have indi- tions of crustal thickening, for our reexamina- Moores. E.M., and Vine. F J.. 1971, The Troodos
cated. Taking the extreme view, our results lion of the evidence for crustal thickening massif. Cyprus. and other ophiolites as oceanic
mean that a typical section of oceanic crust has shows that it is, at most, a relatively minor crust: F valuation and implications: Royal

a layer, roughly 0.34 km thick, added after process acting beneath the Pacific sea floor. ser. A, v. 268, p o 443Tncn.
Sho, GG.., Jr., Menard, H.W., and Raitn, R.W.,

1970. Structure of the Pacific Basin, in Maxwell,
A.E., ed., The sea: New York, John Wiley &
Sons, p. 3-27.

9.0 Spdich, P.K.P. Salisbury, M.H., and Orcult, J.A..
1978. Ophiolites found in oceanic crust: Geo-
physical Research Letters. v. 5, p. 341-344.
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THE STRUCTURE OF YOUNG OCEANIC CRUST NEAR A VERY FAST SPREADING RIDGE

James S. MoClain and Carl A. Atallah

Department of Geology, University of California, Davis

Abstraat. We have modeled the structure of thermal structure of a fast spreading center will

the young oceanic crust near the fastest spread- be much different than that of a slow spreading
ing ridge ever to be profiled using seismic re- center. These differences could lead to the

fraction techniques. The data were originally presence of an unusually large crustal magma
collected during the Capricorn expedition of the chamber (e.g. Sleep, 1975; Kusznir and Bott,
Scripps Institute of Oceanography in 1953. One 1976) and might be expected to produce abnormal
of the split leg profiles from that expedition, crust (Menard, 1967). As a part of a larger
C22, was conducted near the East Pacific Rise at study, we have selected data from seismic refrac-

15
0
S, where the half spreading rate is over 80 tion profiles along a transect across the south-

o/yr. By digitizing the data, and modeling the ern Pacific Ocean. One of these profiles actu-

two splits of C22 using synthetic seismograms, we ally crossed the East Pacific Rise near 150 S.
have found that the crust is normal in thickness Using the relative plate motion model (RH2) of
(5 to 7 kin) and in velocity structure. An upper Minster and Jordan (1978), we have computed the

crustal transition zone is present on both legs spreading rate at this lattitude to be about 82

and would appear to be a regular feature of young oa/yr; making this the fastest spreading ridge
oceanic crust. It is probably too deep (1.5 to 2 ever to be profiled using seismic refraction.

km beneath the seafloor) to be correlated with Given the growing interest in fast spreading

the boundary between pillow basalts and sheeted centers we have given special attention to this

dikes. Instead, we attribute this transition profile, with the hope of addressing two Impor-

zone to changes in crustal porosity and/or hy- tant questions. First, is the vertical seismic
drous minerals in the oceanic crust. From the structure generated by a fast spreading ridge
appearance of wide-angle moho reflections near different from the normal crust described above?

the rise axis, we suggest that the very large Second, is there evidence for an unusually large

crustal magma chamber that might be expected magma chamber under the ridge?

under this fast spreading ridge is not present. Our profile, labelled Capricorn 22 (C22), was
This presumably results from the cooling of the one of many shot during ths Capricorn Expedition
crust by pervasive hydrothermal circulation, conducted in 1953 by the Scripps Institute of

Oceanography. Like all of the profiles of that

Introduction expedition it had a split leg configuration, with

a shooting ship steaming into and away from a re-
In the analysis of data from any marine so- . ceiving ship at the center (Figure 1). The

ismic experiment, it is necessary to compare the former fired charges ranging in weight between
resulting velocity structure with that of *nor- 1.13 and 36.16 kg while the latter recorded the

mal* oceanic crust. That such normal crust can seismograms detected with suspended hydrophones.
be characterized is not surprising because the In the original experiment, seismograms were re-
processes of crustal formation are widely corded in analog format, the travel times picked
believed to be similar at the world's mid-ocean and a layered solution found. The resulting
ridges. The normal crust is about 6 kilometers structure was striking, for it revealed an unusu-
thick and the lower crust, 'layer 3' , usually ally thin crust of only 3.4 kilometers (Shor et

has velocities of around 6.7 to 7.2 km/s, with a al., 1970)
rather low velocity gradient (e.g. Shor et al., In our work we have digitized the original re-
1970; Christensen and Salisbury, 1975). For the cords, and plotted the data in record section
upper crust the gradients are high and the velo- format (Figure 2). This allowed us to correlate
cities highly variable. Recently, a number of arrivals between shots and examine the data for
papers describing results for experiments over later arrivals. We divided the two legs of C22
young seafloor have revealed that a transition and analysed them independently (the southwest
zone (a region of high velocity gradient) lies and northwest profiles). In the analysis of
between the upper and lower crust (Spudich et these data, we attempted to duplicate the arrival
al., 1978; Lewis and Germany, 1982). Bratt and times, relative amplitudes and waveforms of the
Purdy (1984) have suggested that this transition seismograms using synthetic seismogramns generated
zone, which they call layer 2C, may mark the with the WKB algorithm (Chapman, 1978). Any
boundary between sheeted dikes below and pillow such approach can only provide a 'best' verti-
basalts above. cally stratified model, and the lateral hetero-

Unfortunately, of the profiles over young geneities (including bathymetry) of the true
seafloor, very few were over crust generated by earth assure that the agreement between the real
fast spreading ridges. It is expected that the data and the synthetics will be limited.

Copyright 1985 by the American Geophysical Union. Southwest Profile

Paper number 516624W. The profile extending to the southwest from

0094-8276/85/0051-6624$03.00 the receiving ship actually crossed the axis of
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113*W II2'W would predict. This cooling is presumably the
L I -14'S result of hydrotbermal circulation in the young

oceanic crust.
Large amplitudes can be observed at ranges of

25 to 32 kilometers (Figure 2). These are the
result of a triplication in the ray paths caused

by the moho transition zone. Large amplitudes
are also seen at ranges of 10 to 16 kilometers.
?hee suggest that a transition zone may also ex-
ist in the upper or middle crust.

Q. We have attempted to duplicate the major fea-
tures of this record section using synthetic
aelamograme . Some 60 models were tried, with the

Receiver best match and the resulting model shown in Fig-
urea 3 and 4 respectively. The synthetics repro-

_ -15S duoe mot of the major features described above.
The only serious discrepancy is the misfit of
travel times at ranges 10 to 15 kilometers, which
probably were caused by lateral heterogeneities.
The major features of our model are an upper
crust with a steep gradient (2.98 km/s/ku) over-
lying a zone of rather low velocity gradient (0.3
ka/s/ku). This in turn overlies a transition
zone between the upper and lower crust, which
brings about the increased amplitudes observed
between 10 and 15 kilometers.

CAPRICORN 22 The moo in our model has a thickness of 1.3
kilometers. If we define the bottom of the crust

0 50 as the point where the velocities exceed 7.5
KM km/a, we find a total crustal thickness of about

Figure 1. The location of the Capricorn 22 pro- 5 kilometers, much greater than those originally
file relative to the East Pacific Rise. The con- derived for this profile from layered solutions
figuration of the rise is based on the chart of and similar to the 'normal 3 oceanic crust des-
Hamerickx and Smith (1978). Where crossed by cribed in the introduction.
C22, the E.P.R. is characterized by a narrow (4
km) wide borat some 300 meters high. Northeast Profile

The profile extending northeast of the receiv-
the East Pacific Rise (Figure 1). The length of Ing ship was over seafloor which ranged from 57
the profile was about 90 kilometers, and extended
from the rise axis to a position about 57 kilome-
ters away (over crust from 0 to 0.7 Ms. in age). C22, SOUTHWEST PROFILE

A record section of the seismograms recorded
on the southwest profile is shown in Figure 2.
Easily visible in the section are crustal arri- 7

vels at ranges between 9 and 30 kilometers, man-
tle Pn between 30 and 62 kilometers and wide an- 6
gle reflections from the moho at ranges of 30 to 9I
80 kilometers. go shear waves are visible in
these data. 5

The wide-angle moho reflections are striking 1'1 ........ l .
for they are clear and uDdelayed to within 3 ki- -80 -70 -60 -50 -40 -30 2 -10 0
lometers of the rise axis (measured normal to the 2 RRNGE 1KM

axis). The arrival becomes emergent near the _____,_,,,,_,
axis (range 83 kilometers) and for two shots on
the other side of the rise (not shown) the signal
Is totally lost. The decay in signal is not 4-
surprising and suggests that the there may be
some low velocity or highly attenuating crustal Fig. 2. A record section of the southwest pro-
heterogeneity associated with the axis, perhaps a file. The location of the rise is at about 85 km.
magma chamber. However, the influence of this Bathymetry is plotted beneath the profile, the
hypothesized heterogeneity does not extend more dotted region is that portion of the bathymetry
than 3 kilometers away from the axls; thus, lying within 10 kilometers of the rise axis (when
there is no evidence for an unusually large magma measured normal to the rise axis). The arrows de-
chamber under this segment of rise. The large note two examples of the wide-angle moho reflec-
source-receiver distanwee Involved for these tions noted in the text. All of the record seo-
shots, and the obliquity of the ray paths pres- tions shown in this paper have been plotted with a
oribes caution In these conclusion, but if they reducing velocity of 8 k/a, their amplitudes have
are true the small apparent size of the axial been scaled for range and shot size, and the

ma chamber requires that the crust be oonsid- travel time have been corrected for bathymetric
srably cooler than conductive thermal models variations.

,man m-. m Il s im l i e
J
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to over 90 kilometers away from the rise axis

(0.7 to 1.2 million year old crust). Like the C22 CRUSTAL MODELS
the southwest profile, the northeast line dis-

played an increase in amplitudes at ranges of

over 11 kilometers (Figure 5). However, at VELOCITY [KM/S)
ranges of 40 to 53 kilometers, the amplitudes for 0 2 4 6 8
most of the seismograms are huge. Although Pn is
not well developed in this profile, we suspect 0

that that these amplitudes are caused by the moho
triplication enhanced by the presence of bathyme-
trio variations beneath the shots. If so, the
moho triplication occurs at a greater range than 2 -

that of the southwest profile, suggesting that
the crust is thicker to the northeast.

We had greater difficulty in modeling the nor- .-.

theast profile, and the best model and synthetics
are shown in Figures 4 and 5 respectively. We
were able to produce the increased amplitudes at M
12 kilometers by introducing a transition zone in 0- 6

the crust. It lies at a depth of about 1.7 ki- ,

lometers below the seafloor, and is slightly mi...
deeper and more gradual than that of the
southwest profile. Abov6 this transition zone 8
the velocities are higher than they are for the
southwest profile. The model includes a thin
(0.7 ki) zone of relatively low velocity gradient

(0.4 k/s/ku) the very top of the crust. 10
The total crustal thickness for the northeast

profile is about 7.0 kin, two kilometers thicker
than that to the southwest. The moho itself is Fig. 4. The beat fitting velocity depth models

thinner. This model does not provide the high for t. thwest (idttnd orthwet (ded)ampltud moo trpliatin w obsrve bu no for the southwest (solid) and northwest (dashed)amplitude moho triplication we observe, but no poie.Arw eoeteuprcutlzn

models were successful in this, again indicating profiles. Arrows denote the upper crustal zone
that bathymetry has influenced the amplitudes. aObO in each model.

Interpretation and Conclusions

In Figure 4 we display the two models which indicate that Menard's observed trend cannot be

best fit the data from our profiles. Both models extended to the very high spreading rates of

display high velocity gradients in the upper 15
0
S.

crust, which typify normal oceanic crust. Menard Both profiles display a region of low velocity

(1967) noted that 'layer 20 seemed to he thinner gradient overlying a transition zone in the upper
for crusts formed at ridges with higher spreading part of the crust. For the southwest profile

rates. While it is difficult to directly compare these features are quite similar, in velocities

our models with layered structures, our results and depths, to those described for crust gener-
ated at slower spreading rates (Spudich et al.,
1978; Lewis and Germany, 1982; Bratt and Purdy,
1984). Bratt and Purdy (1984) argued that the

transition zone marked a decrease in porosity as-
S.W. PROFILE, SYNTHETICS sociated with the change in lithology from pillow

basalts to sheeted dikes. We note, however, that

I the reported depths of these transition zones are
6 invariably greater than 1 kilometer, while many

times the pillow basalt-sheeted dike boundary, as

5 noted for ophiolites (e.g. Christensen and

Salisbury, 1975) and oceanic cores (Anderson et
-50 -40 -30 -20 -10 al., 1982) is less than 1 kilometer. We would

RANGE (KMJ argue that this transition zone is more likely

S.W. PROFILE, REAL explained as a change in porosity and/or mineral-
ization as originally suggested by Salisbury and
Christensen (1978). The depth of this boundary

-S6 depends upon hydrothermal circulation and the
6temperature field in the crust and is not neces-

sarily tied to a particular litologic change.
5 For the profile to the northeast, the region

of low gradient and the transition zone do not
RS 4 -3G -10 occur until the crustal velocities have reached

"layer 30 values (Figure 4). This difference

could he consistent with the mechanism cited

Fig. 3. Record sections for synthetios and the above; the porosities above the transition zone
oorresponding real data for the southwest profile, for the northeast profile are simply lower than
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